
 
 

JPS Lesson 46 

Technique 

1. Jazz Exercise – R +B #1 

 

 

2. Hexatonics Series Part 10 – C7 b9#11, (I,#IV) – This is a great hexatonic sound to 

use as well. The combination of a simple I major triad with a #IV triad creates a 

fantastic outer space like sound that is very intriguing to the ears. (see below) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Coltrane Changes Lick #2(2-5-1)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Harmony & Theory 

1. Styles Series Part 6/8 – R & B 

a. Playing R&B is once again, more about the groove than anything.  Playing 

simply is better in this style. The pianist’s role is to lay down the harmonies 

while the bass and drums come to the foreground. There are a couple of nice 

textures that you can use to do this. You can generally think about comping in 

this type of a setting as playing whole note chords that sustain, while maybe 

adding one or two rhythmic comps to add variety. Practically all of the 

rhythmic groove will come from the bass and drums. Let’s talk about some of 

the texture you can use for coming in this style.  

i. Low End Texture – This low end texture is great for simply providing 

support and allowing everyone else to do their thing. When you’re 

using this texture they enjoy the space, freedom and support you’re 

giving them to do their thing. Your LH is simply going to play bass 

notes, any sort of roots or fifths. While your left hand plays either 

rootless voicings or even as simple as the 3+7. Look at the following 

example  (see below) 

 

 

 

 

 

ii. The middle register texture can be very nice as well. This will allow 

your comping to stick out a little more than the low end texture. Be 

careful in this register though because you will have more of an impact 



 
 

on the feel of the piece due to the harmonies cutting through more. In 

this register, you’ll use your normal coming patterns with either 3+7 in 

your left and any variations in your RH, such as upper structure triads, 

rootless, or coming extensions however you please. Your rhythmic 

patterns should still be subtle in this register. Mostly whole and half 

notes.  

 

iii. Your upper register is going to be for more interactive and rhythmic 

comping. You’re not necessarily using chords up in this register, but 

mainly two handed solo lines to compliment the singer, or soloist, and 

light rhythmic figures. You’re going for more ornamental type of 

stylings when you want to play up in this register. Anything else 

besides simple lines will be way too much due to the high register. 

 

2. Popular Two Handed Voicing Series – Major Part 2 

a. I really enjoy playing this rootless texture because it creates two whole step 

rubs in the chord. These rubs create a really distinct sound that is unique to 

the listener and can really spice up the flavor of a tune. This is also a closed 

type of voicing, in which we add an extension in between the 3+7 in our LH 

which is different as well, but still creates a great sound.  In your LH you will 

have 3, 13, 7 while your RH has 9, 3, 5. (see below) 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

3. Coltrane Changes – Part 2 – Trane Changes Over 2-5-1 

a. Applying Trane Changes over 2-5-1 - Applying Coltrane changes over a 2-5-1 

is systematically simple, but doing it on the spot while improvising takes a 

little bit of work. Countdown is another famous tune written by Coltrane in 

which he uses his chord pattern I spoke about in the last chapter and applies it 

over a 2-5-1. The first 2-5-1 in the tune Countdown is in the key of D and is 

four bars long because the major7 chord is two bars at the end.   The changes 

that Coltrane uses over this 2-5-1 are as follows. ( see below)  

 

 

 

 

 

We start on the ii-7 and move up to get to the first V7 that will start the 

sequence we previously learned. The V7 then resolves down to its major7 

which proceeds to go up a minor 3rd to the next V7 chord and so the pattern 

continues until we resolve to the Dmaj7 in the 4th measure. This pattern can 

be used to reharm 2-5-1’s you may see in tunes that have 4 bars. You can also 

use different chunks of these changes to play over a 2-5-1 if it is less than two 

bars as well.  Listen closely to soloists as they may reharm 2-5-1’s with these 

changes and now you’ll be able to follow them!  

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Vocab & Repertoire 

1. Styles and Grooves– R & B 

 R & B, similar to bossa and funk, is mainly about the atmosphere and groove. The 

bass and drums play the main drivers to create the groove. The keyboard player has a 

nice easy job of providing a harmonic palate for everything else. Unless playing a 

specific rhythm that is notated we want to try our best not to interfere with the groove 

of the drums and bass. To do this whole note and half note comping is best with the 

occasional up beat thrown in.  

 

2. Improvisation 

a. Hexatonics Series Part 10 – C7 b9#11, (I,#IV)  - The #11, b9 combination in this 

hexatonic scale is very distinct. The more you use it the more you will grow to 

recognize and love these tensions together. Another tool in the box for dominant 

chords.  

 

   

 

b. R & B - Improvising over R & B should always focus on the pocket. If you start 

getting fancy you will destroy the groove. Now, I'm not saying you can't play 

some killin’ stuff but always keep in the mind the group sound. That will be 



 
 

most important. If your stuff doesn't sound like it fits then it probably doesn't. 

Keep it simple.  

 

 

3. Coltrane Changes Part 2 – Tune Up  

 Tune up is a very simple tune that can very easily be reharmed with Trane changes 

due to the 2-5-1's.   

 

   

 

4. Advanced Playing Concepts Series Part 2 

a. Always be creative and let yourself go- This may sound like a given but you have 

to always be creative in order to progress your playing. You have to always be 

pushing the boundaries. By doing this you will force yourself to open up and 

truly find what you want to express. If you settle with what you know you can 

play you will always stay at the same level. Always strive to be creative no 

matter what you are playing.   

 

b. Never play the same thing twice if you can help it - This is a great way to stay 

creative. It is very difficult to achieve but if you can adopt this thought process 



 
 

you will constantly get better. You will obviously play things twice, but you 

want to always strive to express yourself naturally. That's the point of this 

exercise. You want to have complete freedom over the piano. Try not to simply 

insert licks or lines you've learned for the heck of it. You want to always play 

what's inside of you. 

 

c. Have intention for every note you play - The more intention you can bring to 

your playing the better it will sound without changing any notes. Intention and 

confidence can make a single note sound like the greatest thing anyone's heard. 

This is one of the big reasons people ask me, "Brenden, I'm playing the same 

thing but it doesn't sound as good." Well that's because you don't have a 

relationship with the music you are playing. You need to have your own 

connection with certain notes, harmonies and lines. When you start to develop 

that relationship the intention behind notes and movements will and come and 

your playing will have a greater depth to it.  

 

d. Always make music - Never, ever sacrifice the music. You always want to ensure 

the creation and beauty of the music comes first. Meaning just because 

something is difficult and sounds cool doesn't mean it will be the best music. 

You need to play within your means and always strive to create the most 

beautiful music you can at whatever level you are at. This is how music touches 

ourselves and others.  

 


